WEB BANKING IN USA

RESUMO: Este artigo apresenta uma pesquisa em Web sites de bancos norte-americanos. Ela foi produzida com o objetivo de aprofundar o conhecimento sobre modelos de Web banking que estão sendo utilizados nos Estados Unidos. Observamos que os bancos americanos utilizam a Web para explorar três diferentes categorias de serviços: distribuir informação, distribuir produtos e serviços bancários e melhorar o relacionamento com os clientes. Dividimos cada uma destas três categorias em três níveis de interação para classificar diferentes tipos de aplicações que são encontradas em cada um dos Web sites pesquisados.

ABSTRACT: This report presents a survey on North American banks Web sites carried out in October 1997. It was done in order to learn about Web banking models that are being adopted in the United States. We see American banks using the Web to reach opportunities in three different categories: to market information, to deliver banking products and services and to improve customer relationship. We split each one of these categories in three levels of interaction, to classify different kinds of applications that are found in each of the searched Web sites.
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FRAMEWORK

To better understand how banks are setting up their Web sites, a framework was conceived, providing a tool to classify and make comparisons between different kinds of banks, from different groups and sizes. The same framework can also be used to look at bank Web sites in different countries, operating under different market pressures and regulation, giving clues on how the environment shapes site designs and development.

Of course, a tool which helps to set parameters to understand Web banking can be used at different points over time in order to see how the use of this technology evolves and its impacts on banking business. The functionality of the Web sites was divided in such a way to give insights on three different opportunities that the technology could bring to banks:

- as an information vehicle, since very often banks work as information providers;
- as a channel for conducting transactions, in the same way as in branch offices or ATMs;
- as a tool to improve customer relationship.

Sometimes different activities in these three fields of opportunities became blurred, which makes it hard to distinguish which way we should classify one or another feature in a Web site. On the other hand, we should keep an eye on the way resources are used and how different levels of interactivity are being considered when a bank decides to create a Web site.

To classify the interactivity, we have adopted a model with three levels. At the first level, which we will call basic or incremental, a bank can only reproduce the way it works with other media than the Web. It opens a new front without exploring the whole possibilities of the new vehicle yet. At the next level, the intermediary, some specific features of the Web are used to improve services and activities done by banks. But the use of this resource does not impact very much the way banks run their business. In contrast, the third level, advanced, opens the possibilities for business transformation and the creation of new business opportunities.

We divided each one of the three categories of activities previously described – information delivery, transaction channel and customer relationship – into these three different levels of interactivity, as seen on the Table 1.
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Thus, we can see all these categories together in a table with nine boxes where:

a) Banks use the Web as an information delivery tool. At the basic interactivity level, like an electronic brochure, it provides institutional and promotional information, ways for contact the bank and special offer announcements. Examples for the intermediary level of interactivity are search engines, report downloads, recruitment forms and hot links to other sites. At the advanced interactivity level, Web sites use customizing resources, besides some subscription option, advertisement or discussion groups.¹

b) The Web is a vehicle for the most common transactions that one could expect to have with a bank. In the lowest level of interactivity, we see applications for opening accounts and requesting products and services. Included here are card requests and investment and credit applications. At the intermediary interactivity level, a client can have access for information on accounts through balance and statement. Other options are fund transfer and bill payments. Notice that in the intermediary level the client has to have some access to the bank database. As advanced level of interactivity we consider banks that are working primarily via Web, the non-branch banks. We also have in this very same level banks that are promoting the use of some e-cash as a way to develop transactions through the Web.

c) Banks use the Web to improve relationship with customers. At the basic interactivity level, e-mail and forms are the ways a client has to make suggestions and complains. At the intermediary interactivity level, advising tools (as calculators, for example) are offered as a support to make financial decisions. The advanced level of interactivity is related with possibilities the Web brings in gathering information to product and service development. More advanced technologies, such as videoconference,² are also considered in this level.

---

THE SAMPLE FROM USA BANKS WE WORKED ON

We selected 121 banks from all over the USA that were already running a Web site. From these, about 20% are banks with assets greater than $10 billion, more than 30% are somewhere in between $ 500 million and $10 billion and almost half of them (47%) with assets lower than $ 500 million. We checked information of each bank we have the Web site visited with the FDIC database.

---

BIGGER BANKS ARE BETTER STRUCTURED TO PROVIDE INFORMATION FOR PUBLIC RELATIONS PURPOSES. PRESS RELEASES, NEWSLETTERS, NEWS ABOUT THE SITE AND THE BANK AND WELCOME LETTERS FALL WITHIN THIS GROUP OF INFORMATION.

The study was developed based only on the information we can get from the Web sites. We didn’t make any direct contact with the banks themselves, which we are planning to do next. So we can say that our observation is from the point of view of a user who is looking for a bank to do business with.

---

RESULTS

The preliminary results of our study are shown at the Table 2. Notice that one site can have services in more than one of the boxes since we are classifying the offered services and not the sites themselves.

All the Web sites we visited offer some plain information with no interactivity. We see bigger banks doing better than smaller ones on the information delivery field at higher levels of interactivity.

On the transaction field, we see banks creating opportunities to develop an alternative channel to deliver products. Again, at the basic and intermediary levels, we notice bigger banks doing better. We

---

¹. As suggested by LEBOWITZ, Jeff. In: The dawning of a new era. Mortgage Banking, June 1996.
². As suggested by “Retail Financial Services: the challenge of virtual banking in the new millennium”, published by Price Waterhouse.
couldn’t find many banks offering transaction services at the advanced level, but some observations on this case will be presented later.

At the customer relationship level we feel that, differently from other categories of services, smaller and mid-size banks are doing as well as the big ones. See the 100%, 90% and 98% case in the basic level; and the 60%, 59% between big and mid-sized on the intermediary level.

We couldn’t obtain any observation at the advanced level for customer relationship since this information can’t be clearly seen from just looking at the Web site. We consider that we need to have information from inside the bank to see how they keep track of the clients’ demands and how this impacts the product development process. We are going to get this information at the next phase of our work.

Information delivered

Taking a closer look at the kind of information delivered by banks on their Web sites, we see that about 90% are concerned with giving information to make contact with them in physical branches. Branch and office addresses (together with phone and fax numbers), ATMs addresses and office times are considered here.

Bigger banks are better structured to provide information for public relations purposes. Press releases, newsletters, news about the site and the bank and welcome letters fall within this group of information.

On the other hand, smaller banks are slightly more concerned with the release of information about their staff and board of directors than bigger ones. This situation is clearly understandable since the big banks count on their brand names much more than the smaller ones, which have to better promote their managers.

Financial information about the company is found more often with larger banks. Stock information has similar relation. However, information on fees and rates are more often found in mid-size and smaller banks which are highly competitive in this area. Big banks are more confident in their brand names, and are less committed to showing their prices.

The fact that only roughly half of the Web sites communicate to their actual and potential clients information such as the price
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of products and services indicates competition in banking industry is less price motivated than in other sectors.

We see bigger banks better prepared to provide economic information about the financial market, and their Web sites show this. The production of articles and economic reports, analysis of economic performance of industries and countries are found on 60% of the big bank sites.

Job offers are very easy to find too. 80% of the big banks are using the advantages of making recruitment announcements on the Web: wide geographical area reached, the target people (high level etc.), time of response and comparative announcement costs.

Other online banking strategies like phone banking and PC banking based on some kind of proprietary software are also promoted on the Web sites. It seems that this is another field where big banks have no clear predominance. Even the numbers of banks, which are offering these services, are lower than we would expect: less than 40% for the whole sample in both cases.

At the intermediary level of interactivity, we see once more the big banks’ effectiveness. Download and forms to order more detailed reports are more often found within big banks. Search tools are often found in sites with many pages, which is more common among big banks.

Links to other sites, though it is a very basic technology, is used among a relative low percentage of banks (50% of all). This show that a significant number of them see their sites as a final stop to a Web traveler. This seems like a mistake in terms of Web concepts.

For advanced interactive level we are considering ways of customizing the information within the site, subscription services advertising and discussion groups. Very few banks use these resources, although they don’t demand extremely sophisticated technological capabilities.

Transaction channel

At the basic transaction level we are considering mainly the availability through the site of application forms to request the most common banking products: checking (or other) account, card (credit or other), loans and investments.

Our survey shows that even if there is almost no technological restriction to offer these application forms (we considered even forms that are not online), they are not used very much. Our guess is that the barrier to implement these services through the Web site is outside of the technological field.

- SMALLER BANKS ARE SLIGHTLY MORE CONCERNED WITH THE RELEASE OF INFORMATION ABOUT THEIR STAFF AND BOARD OF DIRECTORS THAN BIGGER ONES.

It’s worthwhile to note that applications for investments, which are closer to becoming real transactions, are slightly less used than the others are. On the other hand, applications for loans, which are less like real transactions, since they need more accurate evaluation, are slightly more used. This gives us a clue about how conservative banks still are to perform online transactions.

At the intermediary transaction level we see the services that every client want to see in his/her bank Web site. Although these services are common, we put them at an intermediary level because they imply some level of access to bank databases. This demands higher security standards, which places them in a superior level compared with services from the basic level.

Balance and statement are the most obvious services in this category. They are rigorously offered together. Transfer funds between accounts of the same client inside the bank is the next stage. Bill payment, which is more expensive and complex inside the bank process, is a little less used.

Almost 60% of the sites where these transaction services are offered are free of charge. A quarter of them charge only for bill payment. Others charge a flat fee or
offer the services free of charge, depending on the balance of the client. Disregarding the differences among services in different banks, fee range from $ 4.50 to $ 7.95 per month.

We also considered in this category the demo use of the service for someone who wants to try it before enrolling.

At the advanced transaction level, we consider first banks, which are promoting services only through their sites. From all the sites we visited, only two can be considered as totally Web bank organizations. We also consider in this level sites which are offering e-cash solutions (even if developed by third parties) to improve transactions on the Web. It is clear that big banks are not interested in being totally Web banks in the near future. However they are not even promoting the use of any payment system designed specifically for the electronic commerce.

**Customer relationship**

As the basic level of customer relationship we considered options that one can find to make complaints, write opinions and request services in a generic way.

From the survey we see that the bigger is the bank, the more it prefers to get structured information from its customers. This is possible with the use of forms, which are filled field by field. Once the forms can be sorted by field, a bank can better organize the requests and complains it receives. This opens some opportunities to automate at least part of the response to customer demands.

The e-mail option is loosely open and frequently more difficult to reply to messages, making virtually impossible the automation of response. On the other hand, the customer can feel free to say whatever he wants by e-mail.

At the intermediary level of customer relationship we have identified ways a bank can use to help customers to make financial decisions. Among the banks concerned about offering this help to their customers, calculators are the most used tool.

Other examples of advising tools are help planners, budget worksheet and questionnaires to identify the investment profile of the customer. All of them are very simple and can give some help to the customer, but it is difficult to imagine a customer making a loan or investment decision only by handling these tools on a Web site.

We also consider advising tools that can be downloaded to the customer’s computer instead of being used online. Even these tools don’t seem sophisticated enough to reach more complex customer needs.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We noticed that banks have much to improve in their Web sites and that they are only in the very beginning in terms of functionality. Models of bank Web sites are still not clear. The sites we visited give the impression of not being well targeted and it is not clear if they are designed for client exclusive use or to a broader group of visitors. Customization has to be more widely adopted.

Some basic technologies that are very well known in the Internet world are not used or have little use. We found relatively low usage of links and subscription services, and virtually no discussion groups, for example.

By the charts we saw, we conclude that banks are very interested in keeping their position as information providers on the financial market. Many of the visited sites show this trend, by delivering lots of reports, analysis and articles.

The services in the transaction group have more barriers to be implemented. These barriers can be technological, but it is clear that they also rely on cultural and organizational fields. Customer relationship can be much improved. Banks have already developed technologies to advise customers at higher level than they show in their sites.

The framework we presented here shows that the interactivity implemented in one site can be gradually adopted. The planning of a site can evolve from one level of interactivity to another, keeping pace that permit overcoming organizational and cultural barriers.

And, of course, the new business opportunities are in the higher levels of interactivity since there are fewer competitors acting and there is more chance for implementing innovative services.